Abstract. We consider polynomials in two variables which satisfy an admissible second order partial differential equation of the form (*)
Introduction
In 1967, Krall and She¤er [6] investigated a second order partial di¤erential equation of the form (1.1)
A(x; y)u xx + 2B(x; y)u xy + C(x; y)u yy + D(x)u x + E(y)u y = u and classi…ed all weak orthogonal polynomials satisfying the partial di¤erential equation (1.1), where A(x; y), , E(y) are polynomials in x and y; and is an eigenvalue parameter.
As a generalization, we consider polynomial solutions to the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) which are orthogonal relative to a symmetric bilinear form ( ; ) on polynomials de…ned by (1.2) (p; q) = h ; pqi + h ; p x q x i ;
where and are moment functionals, and p; q are polynomials in x and y. The case = 0 was investigated by Krall and She¤er. For the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) considered by Krall and She¤er, we know that (i) C x = 0 (up to a linear change of independent variables) and (ii) partial derivatives with respect to x satisfy the partial di¤erential equation of the same type as the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) (see [4] ). These facts remind us of the Hahn-Sonnine characterization theorem for classical orthogonal polynomials ( [2, 5, 10] ) which states that : The only polynomial sequences fP n (x)g 1 n=0 (up to a complex change of variable) which are simultaneously orthogonal with respect to bilinear forms of the form
with i (i = 0; 1) real-valued signed Borel measures, are the classical orthogonal polynomials of Jacobi, Laguerre, Hermite and Bessel polynomials. Naturally they lead us to the problem of investigating polynomials orthogonal relative to ( ; ) in (1.2). But contrary to the classical orthogonal polynomials in one variable, orthogonal polynomials in two variables whose partial derivatives with respect to x or y are orthogonal dose not satisfy the partial di¤erential equation of the form (1.1) (See [3] for these materials). Instead, we consider polynomials in two variables which are orthogonal relative to a symmetric bilinear form ( ; ) in (1.2) and satisfy the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) .
In this paper, we give some basic facts on Sobolev orthogonal polynomials and the relationship between Sobolev orthogonal polynomials relative to a symmetric bilinear form ( ; ) in (1.2) and the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) . Also, we give some examples of the partial di¤erential equation having Sobolev orthogonal polynomials as solutions.
Preliminaries: Basic Theory of Orthogonal Polynomials in Two Variables
Let P n be the space of all polynomials in x and y of degree n: The set of all polynomials in two variables is denoted by P. By a polynomial system (in short, PS), we mean a sequence f mn (x; y)g 1 m;n=0 of polynomials such that deg mn = m + n for each m; n 0 and f n j;j g n j=0 is linearly independent modulo P n 1 : We denote f n j;j (x; y)g n j=0 by an (n + 1)-dimensional column vector n and a PS f mn (x; y)g
We say that a PS f n g 1 n=0 is monic if mn (x; y) = x m y n modulo P m+n 1 for each m; n 0:. To a given PS f n g 1 n=0 ; there corresponds a unique monic PS fP n g 1 n=0 which is de…ned by P n = A 1 n n ; where A n = (a n jk ) n j;k=0 and n j;j (x; y) = P n k=0 a n j;k x n k y k modulo P n 1 : It will be called the normalization of f n g 1 n=0 :
A linear functional on P is called a moment functional. We denote the action of a moment functional on polynomial by h ; i instead of the customary ( ): Similarly, for a matrix Q = (Q i;j ) with Q i;j being a polynomial, h ; Qi is de…ned to be the matrix (h ; Q i;j i). We see that ; AB T = ; BA T T for any column vectors A and B of polynomials.
For a moment functional and any polynomial , we de…ne the partial derivatives of by the formulas (2.1) h@ x ; i = h ; @ x i; h@ y ; i = h ; @ y i for 2 P;
and de…ne the multiplication on by a polynomial through the formula (2.2) h ; i = h ; i for 2 P:
is called an orthogonal basis (OB) relative to if there is a nonzero moment functional such that for all n 0 h ; n k i = 0; 2 P n 1 ; 0 k n:
And f n g 1 n=0 is called a weak orthogonal polynomial set (WOPS) relative to if there is a nonzero moment functional such that h ; m;n k;l i = K mn mk nl if m + n 6 = k + l:
If K mn 6 = 0 (respectively, K mn > 0) for each m; n 0; we say that f n g 1 n=0 is an orthogonal polynomial set (in short, OPS) (respectively,a positive-de…nite OPS) relative to : (i) is quasi-de…nite.
(ii) There is a unique monic OB fP n g 1 n=0 relative to . (iii) There is a monic OB fP n g 1 n=0 such that H n := h ; P n P T n i is nonsingular for all n 0. Theorem 2.2 (Favard's Theorem). [11] Let f n g 1 n=0 be a PS. Then the following statements are equivalent.
n=0 is a WOPS relative to a quasi-de…nite moment functional : (ii) For n 0 and i = 1; 2, there are matrices A ni of order (n+1) (n+2), B ni of order (n+1) (n+1), and C ni of order (n + 1) n such that (a)
Lemma 2.3. Let be a moment functional and be a polynomial. Then we have (ii) A computation shows that for any p 2 P; we have
which means ( ) x = x + x : By a similar calculation, we have ( ) y = y + y :
If the partial di¤erential equation (1.1) has a PS f n g 1 n=0 as solutions, then it must be of the form (2.3)
where n = an(n 1) + dn: We say that the partial di¤erential equation (2.3) is admissible if m 6 = n for m 6 = n: (2.3) has a unique monic PS as solutions if and only if it is admissible. (ii) satis…es the moment equations
Remark 2.1. For any moment functional ; L [ ] is written in the following form:
This formula will be used in section 4:
be a PS satisfying the admissible partial di¤ erential equation (2:3) and the canonical moment functional of f n g 1 n=0 : Then the following statements are equivalent.
Theory of Sobolev Orthogonal Polynomials in Two Variables
We know that any moment functional de…nes a symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) on P P through the formula '(p; q) = h ; pqi :
Conversely, a symmetric bilinear form can be generated by a moment functional provided some conditions are ful…lled.
Theorem 3.1. Let '( ; ) be a symmetric bilinear form on P P. Then the following statements are equivalent.
(i) there is a moment functional such that '(p; q) = h ; pqi for any p; q 2 P:
(ii) '(xp; q) = '(p; xq) and '(yp; q) = '(p; yq) for any p; q 2 P:
Then we have for any p; q 2 P
For any symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) on P P, we call 
the n-th Hankel matrix, and n (') := det D n (') the n-th Hankel determinant of '( ; ):
We de…ne the value of '( ; ) on a pair (u; v) of column vectors of polynomials. Let u =(u 1; u 2; ; u m )
;j=1 : Then we see that for any matrices A and B (when the matrix multiplication can be de…ned)
is a Sobolev orthogonal basis (SOB) if there is a nonzero symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) such that for all n 0 '( n k;k ; ) = 0; 0 k n; 2 P n 1 :
(ii) f n g 1 n=0 is a weak Sobolev orthogonal polynomial set (WSOPS) if there is a nonzero symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) such that '( m;n k;l ) = K m;n m;k n;l K mn 2 R:
If K m;n 6 = 0; then we say that f n g 1 n=0 is a Sobolev orthogonal polynomial set (SOPS). In this case, we say that f n g 1 n=0 is a WSOPS or SOPS relative to '( ; ): It is obvious that if f n g 1 n=0 is a WSOPS relative to '( ; ); then '( n ; T n ) is a diagonal matrix for n 0: De…nition 3.2. A symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) is quasi-de…nite (respectively, weakly quasi-de…nite) if there is a SOPS (respectively, a WSOPS) relative to '( ; ): Theorem 3.2. For any symmetric bilinear form '( ; ); the following statements are all equivalent.
(i) '( ; ) is weakly quasi-de…nite.
(ii) there is a SOB relative to '( ; ): (iii) there is a monic SOB relative to '( ; ):
(ii) ) (iii) : Let f n g 1 n=0 be a SOB relative to '( ; ) and fP n g 1 n=0 be the normalization of f n g 1 n=0 : Then fP n g 1 n=0 is a monic SOB relative to '( ; ): (iii) ) (i) : Let fP n g 1 n=0 be a monic SOB relative to '( ; ) and H n := '(P n ; P T n ): Then H n is a symmetric matrix so that there is a nonsingular matrix A n such that A n H n A T n = D n is diagonal. Then n := A n P n is a WSOPS relative to '( ; ) since
Lemma 3.3. For any homogeneous polynomial H(x; y) = n i=0 a i x n i y i ; there exists a unique polynomial R n 1 (x; y) 2 P n 1 such that '(H + R n 1 ; ) = 0 for all 2 P n 1 if and only if n 1 (') 6 = 0:
This is a linear system for the unknowns r ij whose coe¢ cient matrix is D n 1 ('): If n 1 (') 6 = 0; then r ij are uniquely determined. Conversely, if this linear system has a unique solution, we must have n 1 (') 6 = 0: Theorem 3.4. For any symmetric bilinear form '( ; ); the following statements are all equivalent.
(i) n (') 6 = 0 for n 0:
there is a unique monic SOB relative to '( ; ): (iv) there is a monic SOB fP n g 1 n=0 relative to '( ; ) such that H n := '(P n ; P T n ); n 0; is nonsingular.
Proof. (i) () (iii) :
It is obvious by Lemma 3.3.
(iv) ) (ii) : Since '(P n ; P T n ) is a symmetric nonsingular matrix, there is a nonsingular symmetric matrix A n of order (n + 1) (n + 1) such that A n '(P n ; P
Thus fA n P n g 1 n=0 is a SOPS relative to '( ; ): This proves that '( ; ) is quasi-de…nite. (ii) ) (iii) : Let fP n g 1 n=0 and fQ n g 1 n=0 be monic SOB's relative to '( ; ): Let R(x; y) = P mn (x; y) Q mn (x; y) for m + n 1 since P 00 = Q 00 : Then R(x; y) 2 P m+n 1 and is orthogonal to P m+n 1 :Thus R(x; y) 0 and so P mn (x; y) = Q mn (x; y) for all m + n 0:
(iii) ) (iv) : Assume that det '(P n ; P T n ) = 0 for n 0: Then there is a nonzero (n + 1)-dimensional row vector C such that 0 = C'(P n ; P T n ) = '(CP n ; P T n ): This implies that P n+1;0 ; P n+1;0 + CP n ? P n ;
which is a contradiction to the assumption that there is a unique monic SOB relative to '( ; ):
If there is a polynomial (x; y) of degree t such that '( p; q) = '(p; q) for all p; q 2 P; then f n g 1 n=0 satis…es the (2t + 1) term recurrence relation (x; y) n = X n+t i=n t C ni i ; C n;n t 6 = 0;
where C ni is a constant matrix of order (n + 1) (i + 1) for n t i n + t:
Thus we have C nk = 0 for 0 k < n t: For k = n t; we see that C n;n t = ' n ;
T n C T n ' n t ;
T n t 1 6 = 0 since if we write (x; y) n t = P n i=0C i i (C n 6 = 0); we have C n;n t '( n t ; T n t ) = ' (x; y) n ; T n t = ' n ; (x; y)
T n C T n :
Second Order Partial Differential Equations and Sobolev Orthogonal Polynomials in Two Variables
In this section, we are concerned with polynomials in two variables which satisfy an admissible second order partial di¤erential equation
and are orthogonal relative to a symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) of the form
where and are moment functionals. If f n g 1 n=0 is a SOPS relative to '( ; ) in (4.2), then is a constant multiple of the canonical moment functional of f n g 1 n=0 since '( ij ; 1) = h ; ij i + h ; @ x ij @ x 1i = h ; ij i for i + j 1: Theorem 4.1. Let '( ; ) be a symmetric bilinear form in (4:2). The following statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(i) The partial di¤ erential operator L[ ] in (4:1) is symmetric on polynomials in the sense that
for all p; q 2 P:
(ii) and satisfy the relations
Furthermore, if f n g 1 n=0 is a SOPS relative to '( ; ); the statements (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (iii) f n g 1 n=0 satis…es the partial di¤ erential equation (4:1). Proof. (i) () (ii) : Since we have, by (2.1), (2.2) and Lemma 2.3, for all p; q 2 P
we can see that (4.3) is equivalent to
which can be written as
Thus we have the following set of equations for and :
Here, we observe that (4.16)
2 [ ] + 2B x : By using our observations (4.16), Lemma 2.3 and C x = d 3 ; after the tedious calculations, we can write (4.8), (4.10), (4.11) and (4.14) in a simpler form as the followings:
Note that all the relations (4. 
is a vector of polynomials of degree n; we may write
for some constant matrices C n;k of order (n + 1) (k + 1) for 0 k n: Then for 0 j < n;
Hence C n;j = 0 for 0 j < n and L[P n ] = n P n by comparing the coe¢ cients in both sides of (4.17).
(iii) ) (i) : Since L[P n ] = n P n for n 0; we have for
Thus we have (i) by linearity.
As we remarked in Introduction, all partial di¤erential equations investigated by Krall and She¤er satisfy C x = 0 up to a linear change of variables. And if C x 6 = 0; we have no new result because we have = 0: Thus it is natural to assume that C x = 0: Then we have the following result 
where n = an(n + 1) + gn: In fact, the PS consisting of partial derivatives of f n g 1 n=0 is a WOPS relative to since it satis…es the di¤erential equation (4.18) (see Theorem 3.8 in [9] ). Proof. It su¢ ces to observe that
by (i) in Theorem 4.1.
Theorem 4.4. Let f n g 1 n=0 be a SOPS relative to '( ; ) and satisfy the admissible partial di¤ erential equation (4:1) with C x = 0. Suppose that there is a polynomial f (x; y) of degree 2 such that
is an OB relative to : Moreover, there is a polynomial f (x; y) such that = kf (x; y)
for some constant k: If 6 = 0; then fP 
(ii) If is quasi-de…nite, then f n g 1 n=0 is an OB relative to : Moreover, there is a polynomial f (x; y) such that f (x; y) = k for some constant k: Hence f (x; y) = 0 or f (x; y) is quasi-de…nite.
Proof. (i) : Let fQ n g 1 n=0 be a monic OB relative to : Since satis…es (4.4), fQ n g 1 n=0 satisfy the partial di¤erential equation (4.1). Then Q n = P n for all n 0 by the uniqueness of monic PS solutions to the partial di¤erential equation (4.1) 
On the other hand, and f (x; y) satisfy the same equation (4.5), which are the moment equations corresponding to the partial di¤erential equation (4.18 [6] and Kwon, Lee and Littlejohn [7] . Further, we refer [9] for interesting properties of polynomial solutions satisfying the di¤ erential equation (4:1) with A y = 0 and C x = 0:
Examples
In this section, we provide examples of SOPS's which satisfy the partial di¤erential equation (4.1) with C x = 0 and are orthogonal with respect to a symmetric bilinear form (4.2). All di¤erential equations were dealt by Krall and She¤er [6] . Example 5.1. Consider the di¤erential equation
We know that (5:1) has a PS f n g 1 n=0 as solutions, where
are Laguerre polynomials and fH n (y)g 1 n=0 are Hermite polynomials given by
Since C x = 0; by Theorem 4:1; and satisfy the equations In fact, we have the orthogonality relation
Case 2. = 1 :
Then we have ( means the tensor product) and we know that fL
;k=0 is a WOPS relative to : Moreover, fL We can see that that '( n k;k m j;j ) = K n;k mn kj (K n;k 6 = 0 for each n; k 0) from the following calculation '( n k;k m j;j ) = h ; n k;k m j;j i + h ; @ x n k;k @ x m j;j i
See [8] for the Sobolev orthogonality of fL In [7] , we showed that the partial di¤erential equation (5:3) has an OPS f n g 1 n=0 as solutions if g 6 = 1; 2; 3; , where
are Jacobi polynomials given by
It is known [6] that the partial di¤erential equation (5:3) has a positive-de…nite OPS as solutions if g > 1:
In this discussion, we consider the speci…c case g = 1: By Theorem 4.1, and satisfy ( (x Then we see that ; P 2 P T 2 = 0 @ h ; P 20 P 20 i h ; P 20 P 11 i h ; P 20 P 02 i h ; P 11 P 20 i h ; P 11 P 11 i h ; P 11 P 02 i h ; P 02 P 20 i h ; P 02 P 11 i h ; P 02 P 02 i Next, we show that the partial di¤erential equation (5.3) has a SOPS as solutions. To do this, we show that a symmetric bilinear form '( ; ) on P P de…ne by (5.9) '(p; q) = 
